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Introduction

Many graphical applications that display any kind of animals, require a realistic representation of fur. That can’t be achieved by rendering individual
hairs, so others methods had to be explored. The realistic representation
still remains a challenge, as most methods to create believable fur are very
GPU consuming. Rendering it realistically but quickly is a hard balance to
find.
Multiple ways of rendering fur have been approached, but the most often
used method uses shells. Fins are generally used to fill in any noticeable
gaps.
Next to the often used shells and fins, this paper also tries to approach wet
hair. The method to render curly hair has also been researched, but seems
not to be compatible with the way the shells have been rendered.
This shader has been written in HLSL.
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Related Works

For the basic rendering of fur there are a few different approaches when
it comes to rendering hair. The three main approaches are either using
textures, lines or curves for each individual strand of hair, or procedural
models which are mathematically calculated. [1]
In this paper, only textures are used to render the fur. This was first presented in 1989 by Kajiya and Kay [2], which served as the basis for the
popular technique by Lengyel in 2001.
Sheppard’s paper [3] explains the different techniques for each part of fur
rendering very well and compares them against one another. Finally, Silva’s
paper [1] gives a good overview of how one could achieve real-time rendering
of wet and clumped fur using clear pictures and algorithms.
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Shells and Fins

The basic method behind shells and fins renders a series of layers (shells) on
top of each other, using a pattern texture that resembles the cross section of
a number of fur strands. The alpha of this texture is then used to determine
if a dot for a hair should be rendered or not.
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Figure 1: Example of a cross section of fur
strands used as a texture for the shells
Different textures for each layer can be used to create all sorts of patterns
(including curly ones), but this is very time consuming to create individually.
For simplicty, the same texture is used for each layer in this paper.
Depending on the amount of layers that are used for the shells, the quality of
the fur changes. In this example, restrictions in the shader language resulted
in a maximum of 32 layers. More would be ideal for a better effect.
The issue with the shells is that when you look at them from an angle, gaps
are visible since the ultra thin shells can not be rendered from the side.

Figure 2: Shows how fins are
relative to the shells
A solution for this are fins. These are planes rendered perpendicular to the
edges of the mesh, following their normals. When this is done on every edge
of the mesh, the fins are very visible in between the hairs. A better way is
to only render the fins near the silhouette of the mesh, relative to where the
camera is situated.
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Geometry Shader

Since the fins are only used to complement the shells and to fill in the gaps,
these are rendered first and the shells only second.

4.1

Diffuse texture

First of all, a diffuse texture gets rendered. Since the inside of the mesh is
not needed, backface culling is turned on. The vertex shader transforms the
vertices to world-space and returns them.
GS_DATA VS(VS_DATA input)
{
GS_DATA output = (GS_DATA) 0;
// Transform position with wvp
output.pos = mul(float4(input.pos, 1.0f), gWorldViewProj);
// Rotate the normal
output.normal = normalize(mul(input.normal, (float3x3)
gWorld));
output.texCoord = input.texCoord;
return output;
}

The pixel shader samples the diffuse texture (in this case a leopard print)
and calculates the shadows, resulting in the diffuse strength value. This
layer is also a bit darkened.
float4 PS(GS_DATA input) : SV_TARGET
{
//Sample diffuse
float4 diffuseColor = gDiffuseMap.Sample(samLinear,
input.texCoord);
float3 color_rgb = diffuseColor.rgb;
float color_a = diffuseColor.a;
//HalfLambert Diffuse
float diffuseStrength = dot(input.normal, -gLightDirection);
diffuseStrength = diffuseStrength * 0.5 + 0.5;
diffuseStrength = saturate(diffuseStrength);
color_rgb = color_rgb * diffuseStrength;
//Darken
color_rgb *= 0.8f;
return float4(color_rgb, color_a);
}
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4.2

Fins

For the fins, a geometry shader is used. The vertex shader just returns the
input again, no transformations are needed here. In the geometry shader,
only four vertices are needed to create a fin, which is just a quad. Since only
the fins near the edge of the silhouette need to be rendered, a check must be
performed to see if the current edge is one of those silhouette edges. This
can be done by using this formula:
If (N1 .V ) ∗ (N2 .V ) < 0.05 then edge is a silhouette edge.
Where N1 and N2 are face normals, and V is the view vector

To put the fin perpendicular to the edge and thus following the normal,
the normal of the edge needs to be calculated first. When taking the cross
product of this calculated normal and the vector that is made out of the
two vertices of this edge, the normal of the new quad (the fin) can be calculated.
The fin can thus be created from the two existing vertices that make the
edge, and two vertices that have the normal multiplied by the length added
to the position of those original vertices.
[maxvertexcount(4)]
void FinGS(line VS_DATA vertices[2], inout
TriangleStream<GS_DATA> triStream)
{
VS_DATA v1 = vertices[0], v2 = vertices[1];
float3 v1_worldNormal = mul(v1.normal, (float3x3) gWorld);
float3 v2_worldNormal = mul(v2.normal, (float3x3) gWorld);
//Normal of the edge
float3 normal = normalize((v1_worldNormal + v2_worldNormal) /
2);
//Normal of the new quad (the fin)
float3 quadNormal = normalize(cross(normal, abs(v1.pos v2.pos)));
//Extra length compared to shells
float offset = 1.1f;
float length = gFurLength * 0.01;
//Edge detection
//*************
//Eye vector
float3 view = normalize(v1.pos + v1_worldNormal -
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gViewInverse[3].xyz);
//If sil < 0.05 the edge is a silhouette edge and can be
rendered
float sil = dot(v1_worldNormal, view) * dot(v2_worldNormal,
view);
if (sil > 0.05f)
return;
//*************
float2 uv_lt = float2(1.0f, 0.1f), uv_lb = float2(1.0f, 0.95f);
float2 uv_rt = float2(0.0f, 0.1f), uv_rb = float2(0.0f, 0.95f);
CreateVertex(triStream, v1.pos, quadNormal, uv_lb, 0);
CreateVertex(triStream, v2.pos, quadNormal, uv_rb, 0);
CreateVertex(triStream, v1.pos + v1.normal * length * offset,
quadNormal, uv_lt, 0);
CreateVertex(triStream, v2.pos + v2.normal * length * offset,
quadNormal, uv_rt, 0);
triStream.RestartStrip();
}

Figure 3: Black and white texture for the fin alpha
The pixel shader just takes the input color and samples the alpha of a fin
texture to determine the opacity of the pixel in question. This is very similar
to the pixel shader used for the diffuse texture. We want to see both sides of
the fins so there is no culling on this pass. Depth is enabled, but the write
mask is turned off to prevent artifacts.
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4.3

Shells

As with the fins, the vertex shader doesn’t require any transformations, so
the same vertex shader can be used for both the fins and the shells.
The geometry shader simply extrudes the triangles according to their normals. The steps between each layer are calculated by dividing the fur length
variable by the amount of layers in total. As mentioned before, the visual
quality of the fur is dependent on the amount of layers.
Sadly, technical restrictions make it impossible in this case to increase the
amount of layers. We determine the maximum vertex count by multiplying the amount of vertices per triangle (three) with the amount of layers.
Since ten floats are necessary in the geometry data, ten multiplied by this
maximum vertex count equals 960. A maximum of 1024 for this value is
allowed.
[maxvertexcount(32 * 3)]
void ShellGS(triangle VS_DATA vertices[3], inout
TriangleStream<GS_DATA> triStream)
{
VS_DATA v1 = vertices[0], v2 = vertices[1], v3 = vertices[2];
float length = gFurLength / 100;
float offset = length / gLayers;
[loop]
for (float i = 0; i < gLayers;
{
v1.pos = v1.pos + v1.normal
v2.pos = v2.pos + v2.normal
v3.pos = v3.pos + v3.normal

++i)
* offset;
* offset;
* offset;

CreateVertex(triStream, v1.pos, v1.normal, v1.texCoord, i);
CreateVertex(triStream, v2.pos, v2.normal, v2.texCoord, i);
CreateVertex(triStream, v3.pos, v3.normal, v3.texCoord, i);
triStream.RestartStrip();
}
}

In the pixel shader, a noise texture gets sampled to determine where hairs
should be renderd and where they should not. As for the diffuse texture,
shadows are calculated by using the normal and the light direction. To make
the fur look more realistic, the outer layers get a smaller alpha value than
the inner layers. This is to mimic the effect that the fur is thick and dense
at the root and slimmer at the end.
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Figure 4: Example of how the color of
a strand evolves
The color also goes from dark at the beginning of the strand (close to the
model) to brighter at the top of the strand (the outer layers). This is because
the light touches the outside of the hairs more, because of this they lose some
color.
float4 ShellPS(GS_DATA input) : SV_TARGET
{
if (!gShowShells)
return float4(0, 0, 0, 0);
float4 diffuseColor = gDiffuseMap.Sample(samLinear,
input.texCoord);
float3 color_rgb = diffuseColor.rgb;
float color_a = diffuseColor.a;
float diffuseStrength = dot(-input.normal, gLightDirection);
diffuseStrength = diffuseStrength * 0.5 + 0.5;
diffuseStrength = saturate(diffuseStrength);
color_rgb = color_rgb * diffuseStrength;
//opacity
float4 opacity = gShellOpacityMap.Sample(samLinear,
input.texCoord);
color_a = (1 - opacity.r) * (1 - (float) input.layer / (3 *
gLayers));
//increase brightness at the end of strands
color_rgb *= 0.8f + (float) input.layer / (2 * gLayers);
if (color_a <= gOpacityThreshold)
discard;
return float4(color_rgb, color_a);
}
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After trying various techniques, the closest method to resemble wet, clumpy
fur, working with these ways of rendering shells and fins, is by changing the
threshold at which alpha value a hair does or does not get rendered. By
discarding the only the very lowest values, very thick and puffy fur is the
result. If higher values get discarded, the strands get a bit more clumped
together. It is far from an ideal and realistic look, so other methods should
be explored further.
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Curly fur

After a lot of research, my conclusion is that curly fur is not possible using
the shell method where a noise texture is used to generate the strands of
fur. It would need a lot of changes, which would be difficult since there is no
way to know where each individual hair is to generate offset maps [3].
A method proposed by P. Silva [1] uses a mass spring model, which takes one
mass and one string per strand. An algorithm can then be used to control
the curliness by changing the frequence and the radius.

Figure 5: Mass spring system to
control curliness
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